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They came from the poorest parts of Ireland and Italy and
met as rivals on the sidewalks of New York. Beginning in the
nineteenth century, the Irish and Italians clashed in the
Catholic Church, on the waterfront, at construction sites, and
in the streets. Then they made peace through romance,
marrying each other on a large scale in the years after World
War II. An Unlikely Union tells the dramatic story of how two
of America’s largest ethnic groups learned to love and laugh
with each other after decades of animosity. The vibrant cast
of characters features saints such as Mother Frances X.
Cabrini, who stood up to the Irish American archbishop of
New York when he tried to send her back to Italy, and sinners
like Al Capone, who left his Irish wife home the night he shot
it out with Brooklyn’s Irish mob. The book also highlights the
torrid love affair between radical labor organizers Elizabeth
Gurley Flynn and Carlo Tresca; the alliance between Italian
American gangster Paul Kelly and Tammany’s “Big Tim”
Sullivan; heroic detective Joseph Petrosino’s struggle to be
accepted in the Irish-run NYPD; and the competition between
Frank Sinatra and Bing Crosby to become the country’s top
male vocalist. In this engaging history of the Irish and Italians,
veteran New York City journalist and professor Paul Moses
offers a classic American story of competition, cooperation,
and resilience. At a time of renewed fear of immigrants, An
Unlikely Union reminds us that Americans are able to absorb
tremendous social change and conflict—and come out the
better for it.
The never-before-told true account of the design and
development of the first desktop computer by the world's
most famous high-styled typewriter company, more than a
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decade before the arrival of the Osborne 1, the Apple 1, the
first Intel microprocessor, and IBM's PC5150. The human,
business, design, engineering, cold war, and tech story of
how the Olivetti company came to be, how it survived two
world wars and brought a ravaged Italy back to life, how after
it mastered the typewriter business with the famous "Olivetti
touch," it entered the new, fierce electronics race; how its first
desktop compter, the P101, came to be; how, within eighteen
months, it had caught up with, and surpassed, IBM, the
American giant that by then had become an arm of the
American government, developing advanced weapon
systems; Olivetti putting its own mainframe computer on the
market with its desktop prototype, selling 40,000 units,
including to NASA for its lunar landings. How Olivetti made
inroads into the US market by taking control of Underwood of
Hartford CT as an assembly plant for Olivetti's own
typewriters and future miniaturized personal computers; how
a week after Olivetti purchased Underwood, the US
government filed an antitrust suit to try to stop it; how Adriano
Olivetti, the legendary idealist, socialist, visionary, heir to the
company founded by his father, built the company into a
fantastical dynasty--factories, offices, satellite buildings
spread over more than fifty acres--while on a train headed for
Switzerland in 1960 for supposed meetings and then to
Hartford, never arrived, dying suddenly of a heart attack at
fifty-eight . . . how eighteen months later, his brilliant young
engineer, who had assembled Olivetti's superb team of
electronic engineers, was killed, as well, in a suspicious car
crash, and how the Olivetti company and the P101 came to
its insidious and shocking end.
Ada, Countess of Lovelace (1815-1852), daughter of
romantic poet Lord Byron and his highly educated wife, Anne
Isabella, is sometimes called the world's first computer
programmer and has become an icon for women in
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technology. But how did a young woman in the nineteenth
century, without access to formal school or university
education, acquire the knowledge and expertise to become a
pioneer of computer science?Although an unusual pursuit for
women at the time, Ada Lovelace studied science and
mathematics from a young age. This book uses previously
unpublished archival material to explore her precocious
childhood, from her ideas for a steam-powered flying horse to
penetrating questions about the science of rainbows. A
remarkable correspondence course with the eminent
mathematician Augustus De Morgan shows her developing
into a gifted, perceptive and knowledgeable mathematician.
Active in Victorian London's social and scientific elite
alongside Mary Somerville, Michael Faraday and Charles
Dickens, Ada Lovelace became fascinated by the computing
machines devised by Charles Babbage. The table of
mathematical formulae sometimes called the 'first
programme' occurs in her paper about his most ambitious
invention, his unbuilt 'Analytical Engine'.Ada Lovelace died at
just thirty-six, but her paper still strikes a chord to this day,
with clear explanations of the principles of computing, and
broader ideas on computer music and artificial intelligence
now realised in modern digital computers. Featuring images
of the 'first programme' and Lovelace's correspondence,
alongside mathematical models, and contemporary
illustrations, this book shows how Ada Lovelace, with
astonishing prescience, explored key mathematical questions
to understand the principles behind modern computing.
This publication assesses the impact of COVID-19 on ecommerce and digital trade.
"As soon as she heard me enter, Elvia awoke from a light
sleep that had overcome her as she anxiously waited: 'How
did it go?' Excited, I exclaimed: 'It works!' We embraced,
almost overwhelmed with feelings of euphoria and happiness,
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aware that something epochal had happened. On that cold
January night of 1971, the world's first microprocessor was
born!" The creation of the microprocessor launched the digital
age. The key technology allowing unprecedented integration,
and the design of the world's first microprocessor, the Intel
4004, were the achievement of Federico Faggin. Shrinking an
entire computer onto a tiny and inexpensive piece of silicon
would come to define our daily lives, imbuing myriad devices
and everyday objects with computational intelligence. In
Silicon, internationally recognized inventor and entrepreneur
Federico Faggin chronicles his "four lives" his formative years
in war-torn Northern Italy; his pioneering work in American
microelectronics; his successful career as a high-tech
entrepreneur; and his more recent explorations into the
mysteries of consciousness. In this heartfelt memoir, Faggin
paints vivid anecdotes, steps readers through societychanging technological breakthroughs, and shares personal
insights, as each of his lives propels the next.
This book addresses the integration of the Internet and
finance which recently has been one of the most notable
topics of discussion in the media, the business community,
academia, and among policymakers, both in China and
worldwide. As a comprehensive, in-depth analysis of the one
of the fastest growing industries in China, the book covers all
the most important areas and issues in the crowdfunding
industry in China, including the definition, types, and history
of crowdfunding, the scale of the crowdfunding market, the
basic business models and risk analysis of crowdfunding, the
characteristics of the typical crowdfunding platforms, case
studies of the leading crowdfunding platforms in China, and
the future development of the crowdfunding industry in China.
The book combines theoretical analysis with conceptual
discussions and best practices in the crowdfunding industry in
China. It is of interest to a variety of readers around the
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globe, such as (1) existing and potential fund demanders; (2)
existing and potential fund providers; (3) investors and
professionals running crowdfunding platforms; (4)
professionals and major shareholders of traditional financial
institutions; (5) staff in regulatory government agencies; (6)
academics; and (7) the general public.
The collected works of Turing, including a substantial amount
of unpublished material, will comprise four volumes:
Mechanical Intelligence, Pure Mathematics, Morphogenesis
and Mathematical Logic. Alan Mathison Turing (1912-1954)
was a brilliant man who made major contributions in several
areas of science. Today his name is mentioned frequently in
philosophical discussions about the nature of Artificial
Intelligence. Actually, he was a pioneer researcher in
computer architecture and software engineering; his work in
pure mathematics and mathematical logic extended
considerably further and his last work, on morphogenesis in
plants, is also acknowledged as being of the greatest
originality and of permanent importance. He was one of the
leading figures in Twentieth-century science, a fact which
would have been known to the general public sooner but for
the British Official Secrets Act, which prevented discussion of
his wartime work. What is maybe surprising about these
papers is that although they were written decades ago, they
address major issues which concern researchers today.
A celebration of the early years of the digital revolution, when
computing power was deployed in a beige box on your desk.
Today, people carry powerful computers in our pockets and
call them “phones.” A generation ago, people were amazed
that the processing power of a mainframe computer could be
contained in a beige box on a desk. This book is a celebration
of those early home computers, with specially commissioned
new photographs of 100 vintage computers and a generous
selection of print advertising, product packaging, and
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instruction manuals. Readers can recapture the glory days of
fondly remembered (or happily forgotten) machines including
the Commodore 64, TRS-80, Apple Lisa, and Mattel
Aquarius—traces of the techno-utopianism of the not-sodistant past. Home Computers showcases mass-market
success stories, rarities, prototypes, one-offs, and neverbefore-seen specimens. The heart of the book is a series of
artful photographs that capture idiosyncratic details of
switches and plugs, early user-interface designs, logos, and
labels. After a general scene-setting retrospective, the book
proceeds computer by computer, with images of each device
accompanied by a short history of the machine, its inventors,
its innovations, and its influence. Readers who inhabit today's
always-on, networked, inescapably connected world will be
charmed by this visit to an era when the digital revolution
could be powered down every evening.

"The Oxford Companion to Spirits and Cocktails
presents an in-depth exploration of the world of spirits
and cocktails in a ground-breaking synthesis. The
Companion covers drinks, processes, and techniques
around the world as well as those in the US and Europe.
It provides clear explanations of the different ways that
spirits are produced, including fermentation, distillation
and ageing, alongside a wealth of new detail on the
emergence of cocktails and cocktails bars, including
entries on key cocktails and influential mixologists and
cocktail bars"-The definitive biography of the brilliant, charismatic, and
very human physicist and innovator Enrico Fermi In
1942, a team at the University of Chicago achieved what
no one had before: a nuclear chain reaction. At the
forefront of this breakthrough stood Enrico Fermi.
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Straddling the ages of classical physics and quantum
mechanics, equally at ease with theory and experiment,
Fermi truly was the last man who knew everything -- at
least about physics. But he was also a complex figure
who was a part of both the Italian Fascist Party and the
Manhattan Project, and a less-than-ideal father and
husband who nevertheless remained one of history's
greatest mentors. Based on new archival material and
exclusive interviews, The Last Man Who Knew
Everything lays bare the enigmatic life of a colossus of
twentieth century physics.
Math 1 B
This collection of merchant documents is essential
reading for any student of economic developments in the
Middle Ages who wishes to go beyond the level of
textbook summaries. Different aspects of economic life in
the Mediterranean world are delineated in the light of a
rich variety of articles and other contemporary writings,
drawn from Muslim and Christian sources. From
commercial contracts, promissory notes, and judicial acts
to working manuals of practical geography and philology,
this volume of documents provides an unparalleled
portrait of the world of medieval commerce.
Transnational Companies (19th-20th centuries) gathers
tests which were presented during the fourth convention
of the European Business History Association in
Bordeaux in September 2000. Most of them come from
matured and well-known business historians or business
schools specialists, but a bunch of texts were provided
too by junior researchers, who found thus a way to
promote their brand new inquiries ! Most branches are
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studied here, either heavy industries or agrobusiness
and textile ; but specific areas are well approached :
luxury firms, wine and beverages companies, for
instance. The focus of Transnational Companies is to
scrutinize the emergence of international policies among
enterprises, whether through exports strategies or
through direct investments in foreign countries, along
branches, ways of development, entrepreneurial
undertakings or competition's incentives. The book
assesses too the move from internationalisation to
transnationalisation in the interwar and mostly since the
1960s : owing to several case studies here presented,
business schools and economic historians will be able to
foster tuitions and seminars with fresh material. Lest
several papers are earmarked to the argument about
globalisation, that is the restructuring of
firms'organisation towards internationalised internal
divisions since the 1970s-1980s, as the book does cover
the very last years of the 20th century.
The breathtakingly rapid pace of change in computing
makes it easy to overlook the pioneers who began it all.
Written by Martin Davis, respected logician and
researcher in the theory of computation, The Universal
Computer: The Road from Leibniz to Turing explores the
fascinating lives, ideas, and discoveries of seven
remarkable mathematicians. It tells the stories of the
unsung heroes of the computer age – the logicians. The
story begins with Leibniz in the 17th century and then
focuses on Boole, Frege, Cantor, Hilbert, and Gödel,
before turning to Turing. Turing’s analysis of algorithmic
processes led to a single, all-purpose machine that could
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be programmed to carry out such processes—the
computer. Davis describes how this incredible group,
with lives as extraordinary as their accomplishments,
grappled with logical reasoning and its mechanization.
By investigating their achievements and failures, he
shows how these pioneers paved the way for modern
computing. Bringing the material up to date, in this
revised edition Davis discusses the success of the IBM
Watson on Jeopardy, reorganizes the information on
incompleteness, and adds information on Konrad Zuse.
A distinguished prize-winning logician, Martin Davis has
had a career of more than six decades devoted to the
important interface between logic and computer science.
His expertise, combined with his genuine love of the
subject and excellent storytelling, make him the perfect
person to tell this story.
È un fatto sorprendente quanto la Storia della Tecnologia
sia trascurata nel nostro paese, benché tutti dipendiamo
sempre di più da quest’ultima. Eppure già nel quinto
secolo prima dell’era attuale (come qualcuno preferisce
dire oggi, per rispetto delle diverse culture) Confucio
ammoniva “Studia il passato se vuoi prevedere il
futuro”, un pensiero condiviso da Polibio, che
probabilmente non sapeva nulla di Confucio, ma nel
secondo secolo dell’era attuale riteneva che “... per gli
uomini non esiste un più sicuro mezzo di farsi migliori di
quanto non lo sia la coscienza del passato”. Edmund
Burke forse si ispirò a loro quando, agli albori della
rivoluzione industriale, ammoniva che “I popoli che non
si volgono indietro ai loro antenati non sapranno
neanche guardare al futuro”. Sembra irragionevole non
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applicare questi principi alla tecnologia, che è diventata
così potente ed onnipotente. Eppure è quanto continua a
succedere in Italia, almeno da quanto, oltre un secolo fa,
lo scontro filosofico tra Federigo Enriques da un lato e
Benedetto Croce e Giovanni Gentile dall’altro, si risolse
a favore di questi ultimi, anche a ragione della direzione
politica che aveva preso allora il paese. Per confronto,
nelle grandi università americane ed inglesi, tanto per
citare due paesi che sono patrie di celebrate eccellenze
accademiche, insegnamenti di Storia della Tecnologia ed
anche di Filosofia della Tecnologia sono offerti con
successo da molto tempo. Questo libro ha l’ambizione
di contribuire a richiamare l’attenzione sull’esigenza di
una maggiore cultura e consapevolezza tecnologica. Il
suo spirito è di offrire un quadro complessivo dello
sviluppo tecnologico, esteso nel tempo, come il titolo
avvisa, ma anche nello spazio, senza barriere
geografiche. È rivolto specificamente a quei giovani che,
seguendo corsi universitari scientifico-tecnologici,
avvertono questa necessità. Spero però di averlo scritto
in uno stile facilmente accessibile a chiunque. Formule
matematiche quasi non compaiono. Ho cercato invece di
illustrare fatti e considerazioni che possono risultare
sorprendenti, perché estranee alle conoscenze comuni e
tuttavia capaci di stimolare la riflessione e la
comprensione di interazioni ed implicazioni non evidenti
di primo acchito. Il libro parla di molte innovazioni
tecnologiche, almeno di quelle che sono ritenute più
importanti, ma inevitabilmente non di tutte, mettendo in
luce come esse si siano sviluppate in un intricato gioco
di mutue influenze con la politica, l’economia, la cultura,
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la religione, ... e come società diverse abbiano adottato
tecnologie simili, ma anche come le stesse tecnologie
abbiano prodotto reazioni diverse in società diverse o in
epoche diverse. Il libro cerca di spiegare perché alcune
tecnologie siano fallite e altre abbiano avuto successo.
Ed anche, guardando al futuro, quali oggi promettono di
averne. Ma potrebbero essere promesse deluse, perché
tutte le tecnologie hanno sempre un rovescio della
medaglia e sta a chi le indirizza e le usa renderle
virtuose o cattive. Fin da quando un coltello scheggiato
nella selce poteva servire a sopravvivere procurando il
cibo o ad uccidere un altro uomo. Due milioni di anni
dopo, l’energia atomica, una delle più dirompenti
tecnologie del secolo da poco concluso, ha sollevato lo
stesso dilemma.
“[Ada Lovelace], like Steve Jobs, stands at the
intersection of arts and technology."—Walter Isaacson,
author of The Innovators Over 150 years after her death,
a widely-used scientific computer program was named
“Ada,” after Ada Lovelace, the only legitimate daughter
of the eighteenth century’s version of a rock star, Lord
Byron. Why? Because, after computer pioneers such as
Alan Turing began to rediscover her, it slowly became
apparent that she had been a key but overlooked figure
in the invention of the computer. In Ada Lovelace, James
Essinger makes the case that the computer age could
have started two centuries ago if Lovelace’s
contemporaries had recognized her research and fully
grasped its implications. It’s a remarkable tale, starting
with the outrageous behavior of her father, which made
Ada instantly famous upon birth. Ada would go on to
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overcome numerous obstacles to obtain a level of
education typically forbidden to women of her day. She
would eventually join forces with Charles Babbage,
generally credited with inventing the computer, although
as Essinger makes clear, Babbage couldn’t have done it
without Lovelace. Indeed, Lovelace wrote what is today
considered the world’s first computer program—despite
opposition that the principles of science were “beyond
the strength of a woman’s physical power of
application.” Based on ten years of research and filled
with fascinating characters and observations of the
period, not to mention numerous illustrations, Essinger
tells Ada’s fascinating story in unprecedented detail to
absorbing and inspiring effect.

If you already have some experience with LabVIEW
and want to apply your skills to control physical
objects and make measurements using the Arduino
sensor, this book is for you. Prior knowledge of
Arduino and LabVIEW is essential to fully
understand the projects detailed in this book.
P101. Quando l'Italia inventò il personal computerDa
Habilis a Jobs: due milioni di anni con la
tecnologiaSocietà Editrice Esculapio
Material Concerns offers new perspectives on key
environmental issues - pollution prevention,
ecological economics, limits to sustainability,
consumer behaviour and government policy. The
first non-technical introduction to preventative
environmental management, Material Concerns
offers realistic prospects for improving the quality of
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life.
Over 1,000 New York-based technology startups are
currently hiring. This may come as a surprise to
many who thought of New York as the capital of
traditional industries such as financial services,
media, advertising and fashion, but not necessarily
as a high-tech hub. Yet, it is true: over the past
several years the level of startup activity in the city of
New York has increased at an exponential rate,
reaching and surpassing Boston in number of tech
companies formed and money invested. It is good
news for the Bloomberg administration that has
made the creation of a high-tech industry a strategic
priority after the financial collapse of 2008. It is also
good news for the many investors in the city (both
"angels" and venture capitalists) who have seen the
number of opportunities created increase at a fast
rate. And it is good news for the entrepreneurs who
can finally benefit from a working ecosystem and
from an influx of capital not seen since the internet
bubble of the late '90s. "Tech and the City" is the first
book telling the story of how and why this is
happening: from the birth of Silicon Alley in the '90s
to today's level of activity and important milestones,
such as the building of the Cornell NYC Tech
campus. Based on over 50 interviews with
entrepreneurs, angel investors, venture capitalists,
university professors, members of the Bloomberg
administration and other stakeholders, this book's
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objective is to inform and inspire the current
generation of entrepreneurs. Fred Wilson, the best
known venture capitalists in New York and one of
the most important in the US, wrote in his foreword:
"I hope this book will be an inspiration to New
Yorkers to embrace the technology revolution that
has taken hold in our city. I also hope it will be an
inspiration to other cities, countries, and cultures
who may have missed out on the initial wave of the
technology revolution." "Tech and the City" takes us
on a historical and geographical tour of New York,
while addressing the hot themes for entrepreneurs
and investors. It is also a guide to help navigate the
NYC community: how to network and become part of
the community; what to read to understand and keep
informed; where to raise capital; what help is
available for any professional, entrepreneur, student,
researcher seeking to settle in the city. And this is
just the basis for an ongoing conversation, which we
hope will continue on our blog, http: //www.tech-andthe-city.com The authors, Alessandro Piol and Maria
Teresa Cometto, know the story and the industry
well. Alessandro has been a New Yorker for 35
years and a venture capitalist for 20, during which he
has seen firsthand the evolution of the New York
entrepreneurial ecosystem. He has a deep
knowledge of the tech industry and a passionate
involvement in the NYC community, where he
invests in, and mentors, a number of young
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entrepreneurs. Maria Teresa Cometto is a journalist
and award-winning author based in New York since
2000, covering business and high-tech for the
largest Italian daily, Corriere della Sera, and for other
important publications.
Global energy network is an important platform to
guarantee effective exploitation of global clean
energy and ensure reliable energy supply for
everybody. Global Energy Interconnection analyzes
the current situation and challenges of global energy
development, provides the strategic thinking, overall
objective, basic pattern, construction method and
development mode for the development of global
energy network. Based on the prediction of global
energy and electricity supply and demand in the
future, with the development of UHV AC/DC and
smart grid technologies, this book offers new
solutions to drive the safe, clean, highly efficient and
sustainable development of global energy. The
concept and development ideas concerning global
energy interconnection in this book are based on the
author’s thinking of strategic issues about China’s
and the world’s energy and electricity development
for many years, especially combined with successful
practices of China’s UHV development. This book is
particularly suitable for researchers and graduated
students engaged in energy sector, as well as
energy economics researchers, economists,
consultants, and government energy policy makers
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in relevant fields. Based on the author's many years'
experience in developing Smart Grid solutions within
national and international projects. Combines both
solid background information and cutting-edge
technology progress, coupled with a useful and
impressive list of references. The key energy
problems which are challenging us nowadays are
well stated and explained in this book, which
facilitates a better understanding of the development
of global energy interconnection with UHV AC/DC
and smart grid technologies.
With his face reconstructed into the spitting image of
Leonardo DiCaprio (apart from the small matter of an
erectile nose) Jude travels on foot to the inferno of
Dublin, in hot pursuit of Angela, ex-Galway chipshop employee and his True Love. A spectacular
chase through the city of Ulysses ensues,
transformed by Gough's talent into a dazzling
metaphor of 21st century violence, alienation and
progress.
Written by America's most famous engineering
storyteller and educator, this abecedarium is one
engineer's selection of thoughts, quotations,
anecdotes, facts, trivia and arcana relating to the
practice, history, culture and traditions of his
profession. The entries reflect decades of reading,
writing, talking and thinking about engineers and
engineering, and range from brief essays to lists of
great engineering achievements. This work is
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organized alphabetically and more like a dictionary
than an encyclopedia. It is not intended to be read
from first page to last, but rather to be dipped into,
here and there, as the mood strikes the reader. In
time, it is hoped, this book should become the
source to which readers go first when they encounter
a vague or obscure reference to the softer side of
engineering.
Provides a solid foundation for those considering a
career in IT—covers the objectives of the new Linux
Essentials Exam 010-160 v1.6 Linux is a secure,
reliable, open source alternative to costly operating
systems such as Microsoft Windows. As large
organizations worldwide continue to add Linux
servers, the need for IT professionals skilled in Linux
continues to grow. The LPI Linux Essentials Study
Guide is a valuable resource for anyone preparing to
take the new Linux Essentials Exam—the entry-level
certification from The Linux Professional Institute
(LPI) which validates knowledge of Linux concepts
and applications. Written by recognized experts on
Linux and open source technologies, this accessible,
user-friendly guide covers desktop skills, the
command line, directories and files, networks,
scripting, security, users and permissions, and much
more. Clear, concise chapters provide numerous
hands-on tutorials, real-world examples, color
illustrations, and practical end-of-chapter exercises
and review questions. An ideal introduction for those
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new to Linux or considering a career in IT, this guide
helps readers: Learn the operation and components
of Linux desktops and servers Understand open
source software, licensing, and applications
Configure networks, security, cloud services,
storage, and devices Create users and groups and
set permissions and ownership Use the command
line and build automation scripts LPI Linux
Essentials Study Guide: Exam 010 v1.6 is perfect for
anyone beginning a career in IT, newcomers to
Linux, students in computer courses, and system
administrators working with other operating systems
wanting to learn more about Linux and other open
source solutions.
New York Times bestselling author Jennifer Chiaverini
illuminates the life of Ada Byron King, Countess of
Lovelace—Lord Byron’s daughter and the world’s first
computer programmer. The only legitimate child of Lord
Byron, the most brilliant, revered, and scandalous of the
Romantic poets, Ada was destined for fame long before her
birth. But her mathematician mother, estranged from Ada's
infamous and destructively passionate father, is determined
to save her only child from her perilous Byron heritage.
Banishing fairy tales and make-believe from the nursery,
Ada’s mother provides her daughter with a rigorous
education grounded in mathematics and science. Any
troubling spark of imagination—or worse yet, passion or
poetry—is promptly extinguished. Or so her mother believes.
When Ada is introduced into London society as a highly
eligible young heiress, she at last discovers the intellectual
and social circles she has craved all her life. Little does she
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realize how her exciting new friendship with Charles
Babbage—the brilliant, charming, and occasionally
curmudgeonly inventor of an extraordinary machine, the
Difference Engine—will define her destiny. Enchantress of
Numbers unveils the passions, dreams, and insatiable thirst
for knowledge of a largely unheralded pioneer in computing—a
young woman who stepped out of her father’s shadow to
achieve her own laurels and champion the new technology
that would shape the future.
Over 30 recipes to develop custom drivers for your embedded
Linux applications. Key Features Use Kernel facilities to
develop powerful drivers Via a practical approach, learn core
concepts of developing device drivers Program a custom
character device to get access to kernel internals Book
Description Linux is a unified kernel that is widely used to
develop embedded systems. As Linux has turned out to be
one of the most popular operating systems used, the interest
in developing proprietary device drivers has also increased.
Device drivers play a critical role in how the system performs
and ensures that the device works in the manner intended.
By offering several examples on the development of
character devices and how to use other kernel internals, such
as interrupts, kernel timers, and wait queue, as well as how to
manage a device tree, you will be able to add proper
management for custom peripherals to your embedded
system. You will begin by installing the Linux kernel and then
configuring it. Once you have installed the system, you will
learn to use the different kernel features and the character
drivers. You will also cover interrupts in-depth and how you
can manage them. Later, you will get into the kernel internals
required for developing applications. Next, you will implement
advanced character drivers and also become an expert in
writing important Linux device drivers. By the end of the book,
you will be able to easily write a custom character driver and
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kernel code as per your requirements. What you will learn
Become familiar with the latest kernel releases (4.19+/5.x)
running on the ESPRESSObin devkit, an ARM 64-bit machine
Download, configure, modify, and build kernel sources Add
and remove a device driver or a module from the kernel
Master kernel programming Understand how to implement
character drivers to manage different kinds of computer
peripherals Become well versed with kernel helper functions
and objects that can be used to build kernel applications
Acquire a knowledge of in-depth concepts to manage custom
hardware with Linux from both the kernel and user space
Who this book is for This book will help anyone who wants to
develop their own Linux device drivers for embedded
systems. Having basic hand-on with Linux operating system
and embedded concepts is necessary.
From Crisis to Crisis examines the impact of the harsh
conditions of the interwar economy on the British merchant
banks. The financial crises of 1914 and 1931 are assessed
using primary sources. The competitive threats, including the
rise of New York as a rival financial centre, are considered. It
challenges alleged special treatment and provides fresh
perspectives on the interwar rationalisation of industry. During
the late nineteenth century, Britain’s merchant banks had
become pre-eminent in a world of fixed exchange rates, free
trade and the unfettered mobility of international capital. This
world was increasingly challenged in the interwar period,
being replaced by floating exchange rates, trade
protectionism and restrictions on capital movements. This
book fills a gap in the historiography of British banking by
recovering the histories of long-forgotten merchant banks
rather than focusing on the better-known firms. Using a wide
range of archival resources, it traces the strategic
transformation by some merchant banks from higher-risk,
capital intensive activities to lower-risk, advisory services.
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Brian O’Sullivan has been jointly awarded the 2019 BAC
Wadsworth Prize for From Crisis to Crisis: The
Transformation of Merchant Banking 1914-1939. It was
judged by the Business Archives Council (BAC) to have made
an outstanding contribution to the study of British business
history. Brian shared the prize with Professor Priya Satia of
Stanford University in California.
A look at the forces behind the rise of contemporary Europe's
radical right.
The purpose of the book is to devise an alternative
conceptual vocabulary for studying innovation by stressing
the role of social, contextual and cultural perspectives. This
vocabulary is drawn on a service and on sociological
perspectives on innovation based on the ontological
assumption that innovation is a value co-creation matter and
that it takes place in a reality that is multiple, constructed and
socially embedded. The aim is to tackle key issues such as
social construction, service innovation, knowledge and
learning processes, value (co) creation, innovating and
innovation activities networking and collaborative innovation.
Just say "no" to piles of sticky notes with your passwords and
logins! A timely and valuable resource in the "Age of the
Hacker." This essential notebook maintains your personal
and financial safety. Record the necessarily complex
passwords and user log-in names required to thwart hackers.
This time- and headache-saving logbook has numerous
tabbed alphabetical pages to make looking up a website
address--and its corresponding log-in(s) and password(s) easy to manage. It fits within a purse or briefcase, if you need
to take it with you. Each entry has multiple locations to note
new/changing log-ins or passwords, some notes about
creating user names and passwords, Internet safety tips,
locations to record software and hardware license numbers,
home and business network settings, and more. For the
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ultimate in online safety, follow these tips: -- Forget the
dictionary. -- Never use the same password twice. -- The
longer your password, the longer it will take to crack. -- Just
"jam" on your keyboard to create an entirely random
password. -- Store your password off the computer. With this
book, create and keep unique and difficult passwords and login names with ease!
A handbook of survival and warfare for the citizens of
Woodstock Nation A classic of counterculture literature and
one of the most influential--and controversial--documents of
the twentieth century, Steal This Book is as valuable today as
the day it was published. It has been in print continuously for
more than four decades, and it has educated and inspired
countless thousands of young activists. Conceived as an
instruction manual for radical social change, Steal This Book
is divided into three sections--Survive! Fight! and Liberate!
Ever wonder how to start a guerilla radio station? Or maybe
you want to brush up on your shoplifting techniques. Perhaps
you're just looking for the best free entertainment in New York
City. (The Frick Collection--"Great when you're stoned.")
Packed with information, advice, and Abbie's unique outlaw
wisdom ("Avoid all needle drugs--the only dope worth
shooting is Richard Nixon."), Steal This Book is a timeless
reminder that, no matter what the struggle, freedom is always
worth fighting for. "All Power to the Imagination was his
credo. Abbie was the best."--Studs Terkel
Crammed with comic capers to try out on unsuspecting
victims, and side-splitters to share, this ring-binder is a mix of
practical pranks and wisecracks. Readers can depress the
laughter button on the front for a tide of titters to accompany
their tale telling. Three leaves of stickers and two funny
photoframes are included. The jokers journal section contains
365 jokes - one for each day of the year and a space to fill
with diary dates.
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The issue, edited by Marina Parente and Carla Sedini,
founder of D4T - Design for Territories Research
Network of Politecnico di Milano, aims to contribute to
this new field of study helping readers understand the
design-led phenomenon, which involves the tangible
resources of a territory (like monumental and landscape
heritage) as well as the intangible ones (like cultural
identity and people values). The main topic of this issue
is: How could the design develop the local dimension
enhancing and revitalizing the territory at the same time?
Furthermore, with issue #13 we are opening a series
with artists’ images that will match the articles with a
visual research connected to the proposed subject.
Photographer Carla Sedini, co-editor with Marina
Parente of this issue, gave us permission to publish a
selection of images about “design that is not there”,
“design that may be” and “tacit design” within urban
territories around the world. We hope that many
creatives will interpret the “Suggestions for Design”
launched here. The numerous contributors to this issue
are: Miriam Bicocca; Letizia Bollini; Marco Borsotti &
Sonia Pistidda; Raffaella Fagnoni & Silvia Pericu; Davide
Fassi, Laura Galluzzo & Anna Linda De Rosa; Rosanna
Gaddi; Helena Gentili & Daria Casciani; José Luis
González Cabrero, Ana Margarita Avila Ochoa, Ana
Calvera, Debora Giorgi, Yosser Halloul, Insaf Khaled &
Rosa Povedano; Maria Antonietta Sbordone; Reham
Mohsen & Andreas Sicklinger; Carla Sedini & Luca Fois.
PREFACE. THE Author of this very practical treatise on
Scotch Loch - Fishing desires clearly that it may be of
use to all who had it. He does not pretend to have written
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anything new, but to have attempted to put what he has
to say in as readable a form as possible. Everything in
the way of the history and habits of fish has been
studiously avoided, and technicalities have been used as
sparingly as possible. The writing of this book has
afforded him pleasure in his leisure moments, and that
pleasure would be much increased if he knew that the
perusal of it would create any bond of sympathy between
himself and the angling community in general. This
section is interleaved with blank shects for the readers
notes. The Author need hardly say that any suggestions
addressed to the case of the publishers, will meet with
consideration in a future edition. We do not pretend to
write or enlarge upon a new subject. Much has been said
and written-and well said and written too on the art of
fishing but loch-fishing has been rather looked upon as a
second-rate performance, and to dispel this idea is one
of the objects for which this present treatise has been
written. Far be it from us to say anything against fishing,
lawfully practised in any form but many pent up in our
large towns will bear us out when me say that, on the
whole, a days loch-fishing is the most convenient. One
great matter is, that the loch-fisher is depend- ent on
nothing but enough wind to curl the water, -and on a
large loch it is very seldom that a dead calm prevails all
day, -and can make his arrangements for a day, weeks
beforehand whereas the stream- fisher is dependent for
a good take on the state of the water and however
pleasant and easy it may be for one living near the banks
of a good trout stream or river, it is quite another matter
to arrange for a days river-fishing, if one is looking
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forward to a holiday at a date some weeks ahead.
Providence may favour the expectant angler with a good
day, and the water in order but experience has taught
most of us that the good days are in the minority, and
that, as is the case with our rapid running streams, -such
as many of our northern streams are, -the water is either
too large or too small, unless, as previously remarked,
you live near at hand, and can catch it at its best. A
common belief in regard to loch-fishing is, that the tyro
and the experienced angler have nearly the same
chance in fishing, -the one from the stern and the other
from the bow of the same boat. Of all the absurd beliefs
as to loch-fishing, this is one of the most absurd. Try it.
Give the tyro either end of the boat he likes give him a
cast of ally flies he may fancy, or even a cast similar to
those which a crack may be using and if he catches one
for every three the other has, he may consider himself
very lucky. Of course there are lochs where the fish are
not abundant, and a beginner may come across as many
as an older fisher but we speak of lochs where there are
fish to be caught, and where each has a fair chance.
Again, it is said that the boatman has as much to do with
catching trout in a loch as the angler. Well, we dont deny
that. In an untried loch it is necessary to have the
guidance of a good boatman but the same argument
holds good as to stream-fishing...
The author shows that great changes are at last taking
place in the social and economic life of the people of
Southern Italy after centuries of oppression and
stagnation.
"The fascinating story of how Unix began and how it took
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over the world. Brian Kernighan was a member of the
original group of Unix developers, the creator of several
fundamental Unix programs, and the co-author of classic
books like "The C Programming Language" and "The
Unix Programming Environment."-SUPERANNO The renowned educational innovator
teaches parents how they can make their children excel
at math--even children who struggle with math. Learn the
Asian system for teaching math, how to improve your
childs self perception, how to prepare your child for the
SAT and SAT II, how to use effective incentives to make
your child excel at math, and how to protect your childs
intellectual development from the common mistakes
made by schools and teachers.
Introduction -- Challenges -- potential for health gain -Guiding principles -- Strategic approach -- Framework for
action -- Taking action -- The way forward - taking the
next steps -- References -- Annex 1, Annex 2.
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